GETF Check-in

At last meeting, the task force discussed how recommendations will be moved forward.

What’s the relationship between GETF and GEGB in this process? How will information be presented to the Academic Senate?

Once recommendations are presented, who will implement the recommendations?

Course in Workflow

Want students to receive GE credit for Cal Poly Study Abroad language courses, as they do with non-Cal Poly programs.

Members will read course proposal for next week’s meeting and decide if cultural component is strong enough to grant GE credit for an Area C course.

Area F / B 5

Appears that moving F in to B 5 could work.

Need to create new B5 objectives. What do we want B 5 to look like? A chance to review Area B and restructure it as needed.

What happens to F courses that can’t find a place in the structure? Departments will have two years to figure out how to realign the course so it works or can propose course for another area. We do not want to eliminate classes.